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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview
St Kilda is identified as a Major Activity Centre under Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and the Port
Phillip Planning Scheme. It is recognised as an integral and highly valued part of Melbourne,
known for its cultural contribution, social and cultural diversity, sea-side character, its history
and its quirks.
The Fitzroy Street precinct is one of the major parts of the area’s character and as a high
street, has faced a range of challenges that have arguably, for a recent period of time,
compromised its famed vitality and street life activity.
Building on other recent initiatives and projects such as the Victorian Pride Centre that is
nearing completion, the proposed use and development of 33 and 35-37 Fitzroy Street (the
‘Site’) offers an exciting opportunity to help catalyse a positive rejuvenation of Fitzroy Street.
The proposed use and development are anticipated to bring about social, economic and
environmental benefits by:


Providing a high quality architectural contribution to enhance the mixed visual
aesthetic in this part of Fitzroy Street, innovatively working with urban fabric and the
existing Rydges Hotel building at 35-37 Fitzroy Street;



Delivering a built form outcome comparable to a previously approved development at
35-37 Fitzroy Street;



Introducing a higher quality boutique, 5 star hotel offering that will increase quality
hotel options in the St Kilda area. The proposal follows the recent sale and
development of the Novotel on the Upper Esplanade which resulted in the loss of 211
hotel rooms;



Injecting an economic boost through direct investment and ongoing increased local
visit expenditure and employment creation; and



Creating an improved active interface to Fitzroy Street and an outdoor terrace that will
enable social interaction and an appreciation of the local St Kilda setting.

1.2. Background
The proposal incorporates retention, refurbishment and enhancement of the existing Rydges
Hotel building at 35-37 Fitzroy Street which will be integrated with a new built form constructed
at 33 Fitzroy Street. This adjoining site has recently been acquired in order to form up the site
as necessary to accommodate the proposed used and development.
Part of the Site at 35-37 Fitzroy Street, St Kilda is benefitted by Planning Permit 623/2008
which allows a “two storey addition to an existing 5 storey residential hotel.” The approval
remains current and allows construction of additional levels to the rear of the site and an
outdoor terrace above the existing Rydges Hotel building.
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1.3. Purpose
This report has been prepared in association with a proposed Planning Scheme Amendment
that is sought to facilitate the use and development of the Site for a 131 key residential hotel
with associated food and drink premises and bar facilities. The report comprises a statutory
and strategic planning assessment of the proposal.
This report should be read in conjunction with the accompanying:


Architectural plans and urban context and design response report prepared by
Mostaghim;



Traffic impact assessment and waste management plan prepared by Traffix Pty Ltd;



Heritage assessment prepared by Anita Brady Pty Ltd;



ESD Opportunity Assessments prepared by Sustainable Development Consultants
Pty Ltd;



Noise impact assessment prepared by Enfield Acoustics Pty Ltd;



Cultural heritage assessment prepared by Tardis Heritage Advisors Pty Ltd; and



Economic Assessment prepared by Urban Enterprise Pty Ltd

2. Site Analysis
2.1. Strategic context
The St Kilda Major Activity Centre is comprised of separate Commercial 1 Zoned areas
orientated along Fitzroy Street and Acland Street, St Kilda. The two streets have a significantly
different character with the wider boulevard of Fitzroy Street contrasting with the narrower,
'village' feel of Acland Street.
Fitzroy Street constitutes one of inner Melbourne’s highly valued commercial areas and a
cultural hub of Port Phillip which is focused on night time entertainment uses, restaurants and
accommodation. Land uses along the street reflect this with a variety of licensed food and
drink premises, including the notable Prince of Wales Hotel and Hotel Esplanade which are
located within proximity of the Site. Retail shops complement these land uses providing day
time activity within the street.
The Activity Centre forms part of a wider area of metropolitan focus which includes the
foreshore environs, the Palais Theatre on the St Kilda Triangle Site and Luna Park. The Site's
location at the southern end of Fitzroy Street means it is particularly well located to benefit
from easy access to these community focal points.
Fitzroy Street is well serviced by public transport in the form Tram Routes 12, 96 and 109
which provide directed linkages to the Melbourne Central Business District via a journey of
approximately 25 minutes. Each of these tram routes has a stop within 300 metres of the Site.
These enduring attributes of Fitzroy Street make it a 'destination' location with a metropolitan
wide catchment.
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2.2. The Site
The Site is located on the eastern side of Fitzroy Street, approximately 100 metres northeast
of the intersection with Acland Street. The land is described on separate Certificates of Title
as follows:


33 Fitzroy Street:

Volume 08943 Folio 315 – Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision
076938



35-37 Fitzroy Street:

Volume 09339 Folio 605 – Land in Plan of Consolidation
107002

The overall site area is approximately 1,550 square metres.
The property at 33 Fitzroy Street is improved with a two storey commercial terrace with a
ground level shopfront presenting to Fitzroy Street and a overpainted brick façade at first floor
level. A projecting awning extends over the footpath in front of the site. The building has a tiled
hipped roof which is largely obscured from view by the first floor parapet on Fitzroy Street.
The property at 35-37 Fitzroy Street is improved with a four storey building occupied by the
Rydges Hotel. The building is constructed to the Fitzroy Street frontage with floorplans
arranged around the irregular northern boundary alignment. The building presents glazed
communal areas at ground level with a projecting canopy over the footpath.
The building provides 81 hotel rooms at Levels 1 – 4 including bar, café, and business facilities.
Onsite car parking is accessible via Jackson Street with under croft parking at ground and
ramped access to additional basement level parking.
Existing improvements are not contributory within the St Kilda Hill heritage precinct.

2.3. Surrounding use and development
Fitzroy Street is charactered by a wide road reserve with separate tram lines, parallel kerbside
parking and dedicated bicycle lanes. Interrupted avenues of street tree plantings present in
part, and there is a variety of architectural forms and scales that exist within the street.
The east side of Fitzroy Street (and land beyond) is covered by a Heritage Overlay (Schedule
5) which relates the 'St Kilda Hill' precinct. The Statement of Significance for the Precinct,
references its historical association as a seaside resort for the wider Melbourne area following
its settlement which began in the 1840’s. This is reflected in the presence of hotels,
apartments, places of entertainment and other recreational facilities. The area's historical
development has resulted in a diverse architectural character with styles from each period of
its history.
The accompanying Heritage Assessment prepared by Anita Brady identifies that this diversity
of styles has resulting in an inconsistent streetscape along Fitzroy Street comprising varied
building patterns and forms. Along the east side of Fitzroy Street (which includes the Site) it is
observed that "the buildings vary and contrast in terms of their architectural expression and
style (Victorian, Edwardian, interwar, mid-century and contemporary), scale/height, footprint
and width to the street."
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In relation to the Site's immediate context, the property to the west at 31 Fitzroy Street is
improved with a 1930s two-storey brick building in the Georgian Revival style known as
‘Edmaro.’ The building presents ground level shopfronts to Fitzroy Street with accommodation
above. The building is significant within the St Kilda Hill Precinct.
To the east of the Site at 39 Fitzroy Street, the land is improved with a single storey noncontributory building with shopfront to the front boundary.

Figure 1: Aerial view of the Site and surrounds
Jackson Street at the rear of the site has a predominately residential context and provides a
single lane of west-bound traffic for the majority of its length before widening into a two-way
street at the immediate rear of the Site. Properties fronting Jackson Street are within a General
Residential Zone pursuant to the Port Phillip Planning Scheme.
The street has an enclosed feel and is characterised by buildings that have limited boundary
setbacks, including commercial buildings constructed to their rear boundaries at the western
end of the street. A variety of single dwelling allotments, older apartment buildings and more
recent infill development exists within the street. This includes the recently constructed five
storey apartment building immediately opposite the Site at 11-13 Jackson Street.
To its rear, the Site abuts a multilevel car park at its southwest corner and the residential
property at 12 Jackson Street to its southeast. The latter is improved with an older style
apartment building.
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3. Proposal
Approval is sought via a proposed Planning Scheme Amendment to enable the proposed use
and development of the land.

3.1. Planning Scheme Amendment
A site specific Planning Scheme Amendment is sought, comprising the following proposed
changes to the Port Phillip Planning Scheme:


applying a site-specific planning control pursuant to Clause 45.12 (Specific Controls
Overlay); and



incorporating the proposed draft “33 & 35-37 Fitzroy Street, St Kilda” incorporated
document into the Port Phillip Planning Scheme at the schedule to Clause 45.12.

3.1.1. Specific Controls Overlay
The SCO was introduced in the planning scheme as part of Amendment VC148 on 31 July
2018 to replace the particular provision Clause 51.01 (Specific Sites and Exclusions)
(previously Clause 52.03) 1.
Clause 45.12 provides that land affected by the SCO may be used and developed in
accordance with a specific control contained in the Incorporated Document corresponding to
the notation on the planning scheme map, and that the specific control may:


allow the land to be used or developed in a manner that would otherwise be prohibited
or restricted;



prohibit or restrict the use or development of the land beyond the controls that may
otherwise apply; and



exclude any other control in the scheme.

3.2. Land use and development
The proposal seeks approval for part demolition of existing improvements at the Site,
development of the land with a seven storey building in association with continued use of a
residential hotel, gym (ancillary), hotel bar managed by the operator, and food and drink
premises at ground level.
The key features of the proposal are summarised as follows:
 The existing building at 33 Fitzroy Street will be demolished with minor demolition
works also proposed to the Rydges Hotel Building at 35-37 Fitzroy Street. This will

1

The relevant Ministerial Direction provides that Clause 51.01 must no longer be used to apply a specific control to

land (Existing incorporated documents specified in the schedule to Clause 51.01 continue to apply and will be
translated over time).
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include the ground level shopfront and canopy over the footpath. Both buildings are
identified as non-contributory under St Kilda Hill heritage precinct;
 A new building will be constructed at 33 Fitzroy Street together with alterations and
additions to the Rydges Hotel building, including the addition of two new levels. The
buildings will have integrated floorplans above ground level;
 The layout of uses within the development will include:
⋅

A new ground level food and drink premises with a floor area of approximately 278
square metres located within the retained building at 35-37 Fitzroy Street;

⋅

A hotel entry lounge and reception area at ground level of the new building at 33
Fitzroy Street with 131 hotel rooms above ground level.

⋅

A licensed hotel bar (bar) and kitchen with outdoor terrace at Level 5 which allows
views to Fitzroy Street.

 Two levels of car parking will be retained at the rear of the site accessed from Jackson
Street, reconfigured to provide storage, bicycle providing, provision of 2 new
accessible car parking spaces and 26 spaces overall. Pedestrian access will be
provided between the car park and hotel building at ground and Level 1;
 The façade height and above ground fenestration of the Rydges Hotel Building will be
retained to the Fitzroy Street frontage, with the new addition at 33 Fitzroy Street
necessarily matching the levels and height of the retained building;
 Above the street wall, the new building and additional levels will be setback 12.5
metres from the site frontage at Level 5, increasing to 20.0 metres at Level 6. The
setbacks will ensure they are appropriately obscured from view and will retain the
existing scale of development at the Fitzroy Street interface. The outdoor terrace will
be positioned within this setback, concealed behind the building parapet;
 The additions will retain the existing setback of 3.1 metres beginning at Level 2 to the
Jackson Street abuttal for the height of the building;
 A new canopy will be constructed over the public footpath in front of the site which
expands the full width of the Site;
 Textured and painted concrete finishes will feature on side elevations of the building
and the refurbished front and rear elevations. New additions within the street
elevations will be treated with a partially transparent, perforated metal screen which
has a folded vertical form. This treatment will wrap around the exposed western return
elevation at the front; and
 The building works will have a maximum overall building height of 16.2 metres at the
Fitzroy Street interface and 17.0 metres to Jackson Street.
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Figure 2: Fitzroy Street perspective of the proposed development
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4. Planning Controls
The Site is subject to the following provisions of the Port Phillip Planning Scheme:


Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z);



Design and development Overlay (Schedule 6) (DDO6); and



Heritage Overlay (Schedule 5) (HO5),

In addition, the Site and surrounding area are within an area of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Sensitivity.

4.1. Commercial 1 Zone
The purpose of the Commercial 1 Zone is:


To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.



To create vibrant mixed use commercial centres for retail, office, business,
entertainment and community uses.



To provide for residential uses at densities complementary to the role and scale of the
commercial centre

Within the Commercial 1 Zone:


Retail premises (which includes a food and drink premises and bar) is a Section 1
(planning permit not required) use;



Accommodation (which includes a residential hotel) is a Section 2 (planning permit
required) use where the ground level frontage exceeds 2.0 metres; and



A planning permit is required to construct a building or construct or carry out works.

4.2. Design and Development Overlay
The purpose of the Design and Development Overlay includes to identify areas which are
affected by specific requirements relating to the design and built form of new development.
A planning permit is required to construct a building or carry out works pursuant to Clause
43.02-2 of the overlay.
Schedule 6 relates to ‘St Kilda Area – Including Fitzroy Street, The Esplanade and Acland
Street.’ Design objectives and building requirements are provided for the overlay area together
with individual precincts.
The Site is located within Area DD06-2 ‘Fitzroy Street Central (south east side between Grey
Street and Acland Street)’ for which the following is detailed:
Preferred Character


A pedestrian orientated shopping and leisure strip, with a mix of uses above active
frontages.



A strip of retail properties that face a footpath with direct solar access.
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A low street wall height that allows the George Hotel to retain its visual prominence at
the top of Fitzroy Street as it slopes towards the sea, terminated by the higher Prince
of Wales Hotel. A street wall height that reinforces the shallow valley of the street’s
middle section.



An outdoor eating and promenading precinct where the footpath area retains access
to direct sunlight.

Design Objectives


To retain a street wall height that preserves the prominence of local landmarks
including the George Hotel and the Prince of Wales Hotel and to accentuate the street’s
topography.



To ensure upper levels provide visual connection with street level activity.



To encourage the provision of weather protection to the footpath.



To ensure that buildings are designed to provide casual surveillance of the street from
upper levels.



To ensure new buildings do not unreasonably overshadow the private open space of
neighbouring residential properties.

Requirements


Buildings must not exceed 16.5 metres in height (except with a permit for the
development of the site at 29 Fitzroy Street and 2-6 Acland Street, forming the corner
site of Fitzroy Street, Acland Street and Jackson Street).



Buildings must not exceed 10.5 metres in height for the first 10 metres from the Fitzroy
Street frontage. New car parking access must not be provided from Fitzroy Street.



Buildings should have a zero setback to the Fitzroy Street frontage.



Buildings should have a verandah or street canopy over the Fitzroy Street footpath that
compliments existing weather protection structures.



Buildings should be set back so as to not unreasonably overshadow the private open
space of residential properties to the south of Fitzroy Street between:
-

9.00am and 3.00pm on 22 September for those properties between Acland
Street and the dog leg of Jackson Street (where it leads to Fitzroy Street).

-

9.00am and 2.00pm on 22 September for those properties between the dog
leg of Jackson Street (where it leads to Fitzroy Street) and Grey Street.

4.3. Heritage Overlay
The purpose of the Heritage Overlay is:


To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.



To conserve and enhance heritage places of natural or cultural significance. To
conserve and enhance those elements which contribute to the significance of heritage
places.
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To ensure that development does not adversely affect the significance of heritage
places.



To conserve specified heritage places by allowing a use that would otherwise be
prohibited if this will demonstrably assist with the conservation of the significance of
the heritage place.

A planning permit is required to demolish or remove a building and construct a building or
construct or carry out works pursuant to Clause 43.01-1 of the overlay.
Schedule 5 of the overlay relates to the "St Kilda Hill" Precinct. The statement of significance
from the Port Phillip Heritage Review Volumes 1-6 (Version 29, January 2020) identifies:
The St. Kilda Hill area encompasses the Port Phillip Bay shoreline and is further defined
by Fitzroy Street, Barkly Street and Carlisle Street. It has historical importance (Criterion
A) as a seaside resort for the metropolis and location for marine villas since the
commencement of settlement during the 1840’s. This importance is demonstrated primarily
by the privately owned building stock of houses, hotels and apartments but also by places
of entertainment and other recreational facilities. Government and to a lesser extent
privately funded infrastructure such as transport facilities, schools and churches also make
a crucial contribution to the interpretation of life on St. Kilda Hill at various times in its
history. The long history of the place has combined with its role as a resort to impart a
diverse architectural character to the area that reflects its socioeconomic profile and is
highly valued by the community (Criterion G). Today, the Hill offers valuable insights into
the housing styles of the rich from the 1840’s onwards, retaining important examples of
architectural styles from each period in its history (Criterion C). It also includes unusual
street layouts, with Alfred Square and Church Square demonstrating past planning
practices.

4.4. Particular Provisions
4.4.1. Car parking
Clause 52.06 applies, among other matters, to ensure the provision of an appropriate number
of car parking spaces having regard to the demand likely to be generated, the activities on the
land and the nature of the locality.
It provides that before a new use commences or the floor area or site area of an existing use
is increased, the number of car parking spaces required under Clause 52.06-5 must be
provided to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
A permit may be granted to reduce (including reduce to zero) the number of car parking spaces
required under Clause 52.06-5.
The Column B car parking rates of Clause 52.06-5 apply to the Site as it is located within
Principal Public Transport Network Area. The specified rate for a food and drink premises is
3.5 spaces to each 100 square of leasable floor area
A car parking rate for a residential hotel use is not specified, and car parking is therefore
required to be provided ‘to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.’
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4.4.2. Bicycle facilities
Clause 52.34 applies to encourage cycling as a mode transport and to provide secure,
accessible and convenient bicycle parking spaces and associated shower and change
facilities.
It provides that a new use must not commence (inter alia) until the required bicycle facilities
and associated signage has been provided on the land. A permit may be granted to vary,
reduce or waive any requirement of Clause 52.34-5 and Clause 52.34-6.
Clause 52.34-5 specifies a rate for a retail premises (including a food and drink premises) of
1 employee space to each 300 square metres of leasable floor area and 1 visitor space to
each 500 square metres of leasable floor area.
4.4.3. Licensed Premises
Clause 52.27 applies to ensure that licenses premises are appropriately located and will not
impact the amenity of the surrounding area.
A planning permit is required to use land to sell or consume liquor if (inter alia) a licence is
required under the Liquor Control Reform Act 1998.
4.4.4. Stormwater management in urban development
Clause 53.18 applies to ensure that stormwater in urban development, including retention and
reuse, is managed to mitigate the impacts of stormwater on the environment, property and
public safety, and to provide cooling, local habitat and amenity benefits.
Standards (W2 and W3) of the clause which seek to facilitate this outcome provide that:
•

stormwater management systems should be designed to:
⋅

Meet the current best practice performance objectives for stormwater quality as
contained in the Urban Stormwater - Best Practice Environmental Management
Guidelines (Victorian Stormwater Committee, 1999).

⋅

Minimise the impact of chemical pollutants and other toxicants including by, but
not limited to, bunding and covering or roofing of storage, loading and work areas.

⋅

Contribute to cooling, improving local habitat and providing attractive and
enjoyable spaces.
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4.5. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sensitivity
The Site is located within an area of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sensitivity.
The relevant guidelines provide that if an activity area has been subject to significant ground
disturbance, and subject to the ‘impact’ of the proposed activity, a mandatory Cultural Heritage
Management Plan (CHMP) is not required.
The accompanying assessment prepared by Tardis Heritage Advisors Pty Ltd identifies that
significant ground disturbance has previously occurred at the Site in association with the
construction of both existing building and associated concrete paving. These cover the entire
site area and no open space exists.
This presence of significant ground disturbance means that a CHMP is not required in
association with the proposed development.

Figure 3: Zoning controls that related to the Site and surrounds
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Figure 4: Heritage Overlay that relates to the Site and surrounds

Figure 5: Design and Development Overlay that relates to the Site and surrounds
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5. Strategic Planning Context
5.1. Policy framework – overview
This section of the report provides a summary and analysis of key planning policy and strategic
directives of relevance.
The Site’s strategic context is informed and influenced by overarching land use and
development strategies that emphasise its location at the heart of one of Melbourne’s key,
inner city Activity Centre’s as identified in Plan Melbourne.
The expectation is that planning policy will focus and support investment and growth in
identified activity centres and take advantage of commercial zoned land to provide new
housing, jobs and services, and to position Melbourne as a distinctive, innovative and globally
competitive metropolis that attracts investment.
The State and Local Planning Policy Framework (PPF and LPPF) of the Port Phillip Planning
Scheme references similar expectations, including for planning policy to:
•

Strengthen and diversify the economy (Clause 17.01-1S);

•

Encourage development that meets community needs for entertainment and other
commercial services (Clause 17.02-1S);

•

Encourage tourism development to maximise the economic, social and cultural
benefits of developing the state as a competitive domestic and international tourist
destination (Clause 17.04-1S);

It is also noteworthy that the 2018 Port Phillip Planning Scheme Review identified a need to
consider the City’s employment needs, to facilitate local jobs, strengthen employment
precincts and consider the growth potential of its activity centres.
There is accordingly strong strategic direction for the Site (which already has performed a
commercial accommodation role over time) to optimise this use to strengthen and support the
St Kilda Activity Centre.

5.2. Settlement and land use
Overarchingly, strategic land use directions in terms of settlement and urban structure seek to
develop compact urban areas based around activity centres (Clause 11) where commercial
facilities are encouraged to locate (Clause 17.02). Plan Melbourne seeks to ‘support the
development of a network of activity centres linked by transport’ (Policy 1.2.1), including
recognition of the capacity of centres to grow and diversify, and the need for greater flexibility
in planning controls in activity centre settings.
Locally, the Port Phillip vision is around a low greenhouse gas emitting city that promotes
prosperous economic growth and distinct local places with innovative design and vibrant
culture (Clause 21.01).
There is a recognition of the role of housing in centres but also a need to ensure this takes
into account the amenity impacts of established and future non-residential uses (Clause 21.042).
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With specific reference to St Kilda and Fitzroy Street, Clause 21.06 recognises the following
planning challenges:


Balancing the needs of visitors and tourists with those of local residents



Maintaining the special features, sense of community and cultural diversity that
contribute to the “St Kilda-ness” of St Kilda



Preparing a Structure Plan for St Kilda Major Activity Centre

The vision is for St Kilda Major Activity Centre to be “renowned as a significant recreational,
entertainment and leisure destination”.
Relevant local strategies include to “support the role of Fitzroy Street retail strip as an
entertainment, tourist and retail precinct, whilst preventing the cumulative impacts of such uses
on amenity and community safety”.

5.3. Economic development, tourism and employment
The Plan Melbourne 2017-2050: Addendum 2019 was prepared in recognition of changes that
have occurred since the release of the original Plan Melbourne document in 2017. It provides
an update on Melbourne’s projected population, housing and employment growth, identifying
that trends have been running ahead of initial projections. By 2051, the population of the metro
Melbourne area is now set to grow to around 8.4 million people. The resulting population
increases will require the provision of another 900,000 jobs by 2031, and another 1.8 million
jobs by 2051.
In the immediate term, these employment challenges have been brought into sharp focus in
an unprecedented way owing to the Covid-19 pandemic, meaning there is an unquestionable
strategic imperative to facilitate appropriate investment and employment generating
development projects. In recognition of this context key Plan Melbourne policy initiatives
include to:


Position Melbourne as a global city of opportunity and choice (Vision for Melbourne),
and a productive city that attracts investment, supports innovation and creates jobs
(Outcome 1);



Recognising the role service industries can play in driving economic growth in the 21st
Century (p. 8); and



Improve access to jobs across Melbourne and closer to where people live (Direction
1.2).

Clause 17 builds on this and seeks to “maintain Metropolitan Melbourne's position as a global,
national and local destination in its own right”, including by developing key promenades,
supporting artistic and cultural life, and improving public facilities, amenities and access.
The LPPF also seeks to build on Port Phillip’s economic strengths to maximise job
opportunities in the changing economy and supporting the economic viability of its Major
Activity Centres (Clause 21.01-2). A key objective at Clause 21.04-2 is to support cultural
tourism within activity centres whilst minimising any potential amenity impacts. The St Kilda
Activity Centre is specifically identified as having a role to support regional entertainment and
tourism, and residential use subject to amenity consideration.
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Clause 21.04-6 specifically seeks to facilitate and promote Port Phillip as a premier tourist
destination, including facilities and infrastructure to support tourism needs – such as quality
accommodation options.

5.4. Heritage, built form and character
Outcome 4 of Plan Melbourne is to develop Melbourne as a ‘distinctive and liveable city with
quality design and amenity’, organised in part around a series of vibrant, inclusive 20 minute
neighbourhoods (Outcome 5).
It seeks to strengthen the design quality of public spaces and the ‘interfaces between private
development and the public domain’, and more thoughtful integration of new development ‘to
make a measurable difference to the amenity, economic vitality and the cultural and social life
of Melbourne’.
Policy 4.1.1 is to support Melbourne’s ‘distinctiveness’ to encourage the creation of memorable
well designed places and build on the city’s legacy of distinctiveness and liveability, and
Direction 4.3 is to achieve and promote design excellence.
From a heritage perspective, Plan Melbourne seeks to respect heritage as the city continues
to build for the future (Direction 4.4).
Clause 15 seeks high quality design outcomes generally, and this is built upon by Clause
21.05 at the local level. In relation to heritage, policy is to conserve and enhance contributory
buildings, and encourage high quality design that positively contributes to heritage values.
The design intent in terms of urban structure for retail strips is to support human scale and fine
grain heritage streetscapes. The boulevard character of Fitzroy Street is to be protected, with
height and scale protect a preferred character outcome. Higher built form is envisaged where
this does not dominate heritage and streetscape character (Clause 21.05-2).
Urban design directives (Clause 21.05-3) are for new development to make a positive
contribution to the overall character of Port Phillip, including:


Quality and detail of streetscape presentation and positive contribution to the public
realm;



Encouraging active street frontages; and



Minimising shadowing and wind impacts on the public realm.

5.5. Local strategies & policy
The Port Phillip Activity Centres Strategy recognises that Fitzroy Street performs a higher
order role for entertainment and cultural tourism, as a regional /metropolitan wide destination
for dining and entertainment. The strategy describes the strengths of Fitzroy Streets as follows:
“Fitzroy’s status as one of Melbourne’s iconic tourism/entertainment destinations, and it
proximity to many attractions (St. Kilda Beach, Albert Park, Luna Park, entertainment
venues, pubs) makes it a strong centre. The street has a tram line running down its length,
and is also the point of terminus for the light rail line leading into the CBD. There are many
heritage buildings intact on the street, including a collection of impressive old mansions
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that reflect St. Kilda’s past as a seaside retreat for the wealthy. These buildings are varied
in form, height, scale, and era, providing an eclectic mix. The proximity to Albert Park and
the St. Kildaforeshore provides good access to open space. The street has an overall
cosmopolitan feel, with a mix of local residents, tourists, international backpackers, and
diverse ethnicities/cultures. Proximity to Acland Street MAC can be considered a strength,
as these two centres are often thought of as part of a single ‘St. Kilda’ destination, and
there is considerable pedestrian and visitor spill -over between the two.”
The strategy recognises there is limited growth for major commercial, retail or residential
development, and hence recommends focussing on its strengths as a centre for gathering,
eating, drinking, music and entertainment which is recognised on a national scale.
5.5.1. Heritage Policy
The applicable objectives of this policy (Clause 22.01) are generally to retain and conserve all
significant and contributory heritage places, including discouraging their demolition. Noting the
site has no contributory elements, policy also relevantly seeks to encourage new development
to be respectful of the scale, form, siting and setbacks of nearby significant and contributory
buildings.
5.5.2. Urban Design Policy
The design policy (Clause 22.06) applies to new residential and commercial development,
including alterations and additions to these. It seeks to promote high quality urban design and
architecture that responds to its site context and respects areas where significant heritage,
architectural, scientific and cultural significance exist.
The policy provides detailed urban design considerations that should be addressed by new
development.
5.5.3. Stormwater Management (Water Sensitive Urban Design)
Stormwater management (policy (Clause 22.12) applies to new buildings which are directed
(inter alia) to:


achieve best practice water quality performance objectives;



promote the use of water sensitive urban design, including stormwater re-use;



mitigate the detrimental effect of development on downstream waterways, by the
application of best practice stormwater management;



minimise peak stormwater flows and stormwater pollutants to improve the health of
waterbodies, including creeks, rivers and bays; and



reintegrate urban water into the landscape to facilitate a range of benefits.

5.5.4. Environmentally Sustainable Development
Environmentally sustainable development policy (Clause 22.13) also applies to the proposal
and is directed as a principal matter to ensure that development achieves best practice in
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environmentally sustainable development, from the design stage through to construction and
operation, including in relation to:


energy performance;



water resources;



indoor environment quality;



stormwater management;



transport;



waste management; and



urban ecology.

6. Assessment
This section of the report provides an objective assessment of the planning merits of the
proposal, how the proposal has responded to the relevant planning policy and control context
as detailed at Sections 4 and 5 of this report, and incorporates assessment of the proposed
Amendment against the Strategic Assessment Guidelines as required by Ministerial Direction
11.

6.1. Introduction
Based on review of the site’s urban context, the strategic landscape and statutory controls,
the key planning considerations for the decision-maker to determine is whether the proposal
is acceptable are set out and addressed in turn below:


Are the uses supported by planning policy objectives?



Are acceptable built form and urban design outcomes achieved?



Will the development be adequately serviced, accessible, and efficient?



Is the proposed Amendment strategically justified?

6.2. Are the uses supported by planning policy objectives?
6.2.1. Proposed use
In terms of the proposed uses, the proposal clearly enjoys strong planning policy and strategic
support at the state, metropolitan and local levels, and this is further underlined by the retail
premises (which includes the food and drink premises and bar) comprising Section 1, permit
not required uses. The residential hotel would be a Section 2 use only by virtue of its ground
level lobby area but is an existing use on the Site and nonetheless contributes to the creation
of a vibrant, mixed use commercial centre and active frontage consistent with the purpose of
the Commercial 1 Zone.
The proposal is in large part about reconfiguring and strengthening an existing commercial
accommodation use that already contributes positively to the St Kilda Activity Centre. This
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enhance of accommodation in the St Kilda area supports and achieves planning objectives at
Clause 21.04-6 by facilitating growth of tourism and local employment opportunities.
The existing residential hotel at the Site incorporates a hotel bar, and the proposal effectively
seeks to enhance this offering through a reconfiguration of the building and provision of a
sensitively designed bar at Level 5 with an outdoor terrace is orientated to Fitzroy Street.
Managed by the operator, the bar and outdoor terrace will comprise an integrated component
of the hotel operation servicing guests, with additional patron access available via Fitzroy
Street.
Consistent with other outdoor spaces along the Fitzroy Street, including those at the Victorian
Pride Centre and the Prince of Wales renovation, the outdoor terrace is expected to enhance
social interaction and an appreciation of the area’s highly desired / valued sea-side boulevard
character.
Clause 21 recognises housing in activity centres needs to acknowledge the amenity impacts
of existing and future non-residential uses as part and parcel of all of the benefits of living in
an activity centre context, and clearly on balance is weighed towards supporting the regionally
important role of St Kilda as a premier tourism destination.
The design and layout of the proposed hotel bar (bar) appropriately manages residential
amenity outcomes within this activity centre setting by limiting access to the ground level
pedestrian entrance on Fitzroy Street and common areas within the residentials hotel. Patrons
of the facility will therefore be drawn from existing guests or those arriving via Fitzroy Street
with no interaction to occur between patrons and residential areas within Jackson Street.
The configuration of the terrace area will further direct activity to the Fitzroy Street frontage
which is identified as a highly valued commercial area due to the presence of entertainment
uses, restaurants and accommodation.
6.2.2. Economic considerations
The proposed use and development provide a direct response to polices outlined at Section
5.3 which seek to support the economic viability of Port Phillips activity centres and create
local employment opportunities. These matters are further considered within the
accompanying economic impact assessment prepared by Urban Enterprise, which confirms:


A continued strong demand for commercial accommodation exists across
metropolitan Melbourne.



The significant number of overnight visitors to the St Kilda area stay in commercial
accommodation which plays a significant role in supporting the St Kilda visitor market
and driving the local economy through expenditure on goods and services.



The proposal will comprise the largest hotel provider within the St Kilda area will meet
a clear market gap in the supply of ‘luxury’ and ‘upper-upscale’ accommodation. This
will assist in offsetting the economic loss resulting from the closure of the Novotel St
Kilda and resulting loss of 211 hotel rooms.

The report further identifies that the proposed development is expected to deliver an additional
per annum expenditure of $8.3 million within the local economy which in turn will create 106
additional jobs comprising a direct impact of 66 jobs and a flow on (indirect) impact of 40 jobs.
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The quantifiable economic benefits and job creation that will result from the proposal will
benefit the wider St Kilda area.
6.2.3. Noise Attenuation
The accompanying Noise Impact Assessment prepared by Enfield Acoustics Pty Ltd models
noise outputs will occur within the bar and the associated compliance with State Environment
Protection Policy (Control of Music Noise from Public Premises) No. N-2 (‘SEPP N-2’).
The modelling demonstrates that SEPP N-2 compliance will be achieved at surrounding
residential properties.
6.2.4. Patron Management
Specific operational management of the premises will be in accordance with a management
plan prepared and implemented by the operator, prior to commencement of the use. The
management plan will ensure appropriate management protocols in relation to maintaining
guest and visitor safety and public realm amenity. The management plan will address:


Staffing arrangements, including an onsite manager at all times;



Training for hotel bar staff to ensure the responsible Service of Alcohol Guidelines
are adhered to;



Regimes for ensuring courteously entering or leaving via Fitzroy Street;.



Waste storage and collection and servicing to ensure it is undertaken in accordance
with the approved waste management plan; and



Measures to ensure the general cleanliness of the premises and surrounds are
maintained, together with the provision of adequate outdoor lighting as appropriate.

6.3. Are acceptable built form and urban design outcomes achieved?
Policies of the Port Phillip Planning Scheme seek to reinforce the retail core of Fitzroy Street
between Princes Street and Acland Street within a built form that includes active frontages,
appropriate street wall heights and respect for the heritage context. These outcomes are
enshrined within objectives of the overlay controls and local planning policy at Clause 22.06
which are considered below:
6.3.1. Design and Development Overlay
The proposal addresses the design objectives and preferred character outcomes for Area
DD06-2 - Fitzroy Street Central via the following response:


Active commercial uses will span the width of the Fitzroy Street frontage with the hotel
lounge located at 33 Fitzroy Street and the new food and drink premises at 35-37
Fitzroy Street. The glazed frontages to these areas will allow views into the building
from the public realm and engagement with the footpath in front of the Site. This will
be further enhanced with opportunities for outdoor dining along Fitzroy Street which
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will reinforce the desired character of DDO6-2 as “a pedestrian orientated shopping
and leisure strip, with a mix of uses above active frontages.”


Existing fenestration patterns within the dressed up Rydges Hotel façade will facilitate
passive surveillance of the public realm from above ground level and the outdoor
terrace will overlook Fitzroy Street. The new addition at 33 Fitzroy Street will be clad
in a perforated metal fabric which results in partly visible internal floor plates from
outside of the Site.



The desired pattern of development within the street will be achieved with
development constructed to lot boundaries and car parking access retained from
Jackson Street at the rear of the Site.



The new canopy to the front elevation of the building will enhance weather protection
for pedestrians within the St Kilda Activity Centre.

The proposal to vary requirements of the DDO6 relating to the street wall height, is a
recognition of the existing building’s position within the Fitzroy Street context. The proposal
will retain the building’s existing 16.0 metre high street wall which already extends above the
10.5 metre requirement of the DDO6 as part of the varied streetscape condition in this part of
Fitzroy Street.
Alongside this existing building, the additions will sympathetically address objectives of the
schedule as a result of the following:


The increase in the street wall width by approximately 7.6 metres to incorporate the
new building at 33 Fitzroy Street will comprise a discrete element within the wider
streetscape and one that does not impact views to other landmark buildings, including
the Prince of Wales Hotel;



Above the street wall, Level 5 and Level 6 will be setback between 12.5 metres and
20.0 metres from the Fitzroy Street frontage and obscured from view from the front of
Site. In this respect, the complementary front façade of the building at 33 Fitzroy Street
will comprise the only new addition within the streetscape;

Figure 6: Sightline diagram


At the Jackson Street interface, the building height of 18.2 metres is generally
consistent with the scale of development envisaged by the overlay and the height of
works allowed by the previous approval issued to the Site;



Additions at the rear of the Site retain are setback to Jackson Street, generally accord
with the previously approved built form, and will be treated in a lightweight material to
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further soften their appearance. The proposed parapet height of 17.0 metres
approximates the planning scheme height envelope of 16.5 metres and the height of
works allowed by the previous approval issued to the Site in this location. The height
of development will sit comfortably within the street alongside the five storey apartment
building opposite the Site at 11-13 Jackson Street.


Shadow diagrams demonstrate that relative to the approved shadow profile, there will
be no unreasonable shadow impacts over the public realm, and the proposed building
envelope will only marginally increase shadowing to part of the rear open space at 12
Jackson Street at 2pm, which is considered acceptable in an Activity Centre context.

6.3.2. Urban Design for Non-Residential Development
Clause 22.06 of the local planning policy framework details objectives which include:




To achieve high quality urban design and architecture that:
-

Responds to the context of places within the municipality.

-

Integrates with the prevailing neighbourhood character and contributes to the
amenity and vitality of the area.

-

Respects and enhances places and sites with significant heritage,
architectural, scientific and cultural significance.

-

Protects and enhances the valued elements of the municipality.

To encourage the development of integrated urban art in new development that
reflects the identity of place, community values, innovation and creativity.

These objectives are addressed via a design that considers its activity centre context and the
“St Kilda-ness” of the area. The innovative proposal will seamlessly integrate a new element
into the streetscape and addresses policy of Clause 22.06 as a result of the following:


The pedestrian experience along Fitzroy Street will be enhanced with a defined street
wall, inviting building entrances, activate building frontages and an expansive awning
to provide weather protection. The residential hotel use and food and drink premises
that are proposed will provide day and night time activity at street level with passive
surveillance available form habitable areas above. Vehicular access will be retained
from Jackson Street;



The low rise scale of development and its positioning on Fitzroy Street means that the
works will not detract from the visual prominence of key landmarks or impact the
micro-climatic of the immediate surrounds.



The environmental performance of the building is considered within the Preliminary
Green Star and ESD Opportunity Assessments prepared by Sustainable Development
Consultants Pty Ltd which accompanies the application. The assessment further
considers requirements of Clause 22.13 (Environmentally Sustainable Development)
of the Port Phillip Planning Scheme.
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The building design responds to the fine grain subdivision pattern of the area by
presenting to the public realm as separate built forms (within their respective lot
boundaries) despite the integrated nature of floorplans above ground level;

Figure 7: Perspective showing proposed building alongside 31 Fitzroy Street


The new works will comprise a development that is ‘of its time’ and avoids reproductive
architecture in response to the Site’s heritage context. The new building fabric that will
be visible to the public realm will provide a high level of visual interest with robust
materials used. The highly visible front and west elevation of the new building
alongside 31 Fitzroy Street is treated with a feature mesh curtain screens that avoids
blank, unarticulated walls.



A ‘green’ element will be provided to the building with upper level planters that balance
the Site’s activity context where buildings constructed to boundaries are encouraged.
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A high level of internal amenity is achieved for occupants of the building with the
outdoor terrace area receiving unobstructed daylight access. A number of the
communal corridors are also provided with an external opening on a building elevation.
New hotel rooms within the building at 33 Fitzroy Street will be arranged around light
courts to side boundaries, while internal voids retained within floorplates of the existing
Rydges Hotel building will provide daylight access to rooms.



The proposal retains vehicular access via Jackson Street to maximise the active
Fitzroy Street frontage. Service areas, including waste receptable storage, are also
located behind the ground level commercial frontages.



All works will be confined within the site boundaries with the exception of the projecting
ground level awning over Fitzroy Street

6.3.3. Heritage Response
A detailed consideration of the Site’s heritage context and the response to relevant policies of
the Port Phillip Planning Scheme is provided within the accompanying Heritage Assessment
prepared by Anita Brady. The Assessment identifies:


Buildings at the Site and the property to the immediate east at 39 Fitzroy Street are
non-contributory within the St Kilda Hill heritage precinct.



Fitzroy Street is characterised by an evolved streetscape which includes diversity in
the scale, size and pattern of buildings. The variation is evident in both heritage and
non-heritage buildings, meaning there is no prevailing streetscape scale to consider.
Within this context, the façade height of the new building at 33 Fitzroy Street:
⋅

Will not jar or disrupt a lower scale streetscape character

⋅

Will not overwhelm the neighbouring building at 31 Fitzroy Street nor this section
of the streetscape.



The overall height of the additions above the street wall will sit comfortably within a
streetscape which already includes buildings of considerable scale, and the upper
levels have generous setbacks to the front boundary.



The form of the new additions are consistent with heritage policies that encourage
‘innovative design’ which ‘adds the diversity and layering of building styles through
time.’ It will form part of a precinct which is already noted as significant for a diverse
architectural character which spans several periods of development.



The western elevation of the building that provides the visible backdrop to the roof of
the heritage building at 31 Fitzroy Street has considered the interface with a form that
allows the eastern ‘finish’ or end to the historic building to remain clear (and in sharp
profile) at ground and first floor levels. The cladding will adopt an angle which
complements the pitch of the adjoining transverse gable roof.



The horizontal ‘ribbon’ detail to the Fitzroy Street elevation of the new building
complements the eave line of the neighbouring heritage building and the
contemporary box form of the new awning over the footprint is appropriate within the
streetscape where other awnings comprise a simply detailed flat horizontal form.
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6.4. Will the development be adequately serviced, accessible, and
efficient?
6.4.1. Traffic and Access
Car parking and vehicular access requirements associated with the use and development are
provided within the Traffic Engineering Assessment prepared by Traffix Group which
accompanies the application. The assessment identifies that no car parking dispensation is
required for the proposed uses and the proposed provision of 26 spaces is appropriate.
The Traffic Engineering Assessment includes detailed considerations of these matters noting
that the Site is located within the Principal Public Transport Network (PPTN) area reflecting
the availability of frequent and reliable public transport.
The Traffic Engineering Assessment further notes the that the required 12 onsite bicycle
parking spaces and end of trip facilities are provided at Ground and Level 1 of the
development.
The layout and access arrangements to the existing car park at the rear of the Site will remain
largely unchanged, ensuring it continues to operate in an acceptable manner.
6.4.2. Waste Management
Waste management arrangements for the proposed use and developed are detailed win the
plan prepared by Traffix Group which accompanies the application. This management plan
identifies that the designated waste storage at ground level of the development is of a sufficient
size and dimension to accommodate the required waste receptacles.
Waste from the development will be collected by a private contractor from the onsite car
parking area. Collection will be undertaken three times a week outside of commuter peak
periods. The appointed contractor will be responsible for transferring bins from the designated
storage to the collection vehicle and returning them to once complete.
The swept path analysis accompanies the management plan demonstrating that the waste
collection vehicle can enter and exit the site in a forward direction.
6.4.3. Environmentally Sustainable Design
The environmentally sustainable development policy (Clause 22.13) seeks to ensure that
development achieves best practice in environmentally sustainable development by
incorporating initiatives into the planning phase of a project. In addition to the embodied energy
benefits of working with the existing Rydges building fabric, the accompanying outline of ESD
opportunities prepared by Sustainable Development Consultants Pty Ltd detail means by
which this will be achieved including, but are not limited to:


The inclusion of 111 solar PV systems and other energy saving means such as the
use of efficient HVAC systems and lighting;



The building design which maximises daylight and ventilation of rooms where possible
and includes shading devices to assist in reducing unwanted solar gain;
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Enhancing water efficiency by including a total of 30,000 litre tanks for harvesting and
reuses of rainwater together with the installation of water efficiency appliances and
fixtures;



Management of construction waste to reduce materials entering landfill and the
responsible sourcing of materials for the proposed development;



Providing electrical vehicle charging within the car park and onsite bicycle parking.

6.4.4. Cultural Heritage
Matters of cultural heritage relevant to the application are considered in the accompanying
assessment prepared by Tardis Heritage Advisors Pty Ltd. The assessment identifies that
pursuant to the Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2018, there is no requirement for the
preparation of a Cultural Heritage Management Plan due to the significant ground disturbance
that the site has historically been subject to.

6.5. Is the proposed Amendment strategically justified?
Ministerial Direction No. 11 applies to ensure a comprehensive strategic evaluation of a
planning scheme amendment and the outcomes it produces. It applies to all planning schemes
amendments and should be read in conjunction with the associated Planning Practice Note
(Planning Practice Note 46 – Strategic Assessment Guidelines).
The proposed Amendment is considered to be strategically justified, based on the following
assessment of the planning proposal against Ministerial Direction No. 11 as required.
1.

Why is an amendment required?

The Amendment is required to facilitate approval of the proposed residential hotel use and
development. Whilst there is an existing residential hotel use on part of the site, and the
proposed upper level additions are comparable to the existing planning permit, the proposal
involves what in context are very minor exceedances of the 10.5 metres street wall and 16.5
metre building envelope height controls in the applicable Design and Development Overlay
(Schedule 6).
The proposed maximum street wall height of approximately 16.0 metres at 33 Fitzroy Street,
matches into the existing street wall height at 35-37 Fitzroy Street.
The overall maximum building height of approximately 21.0 metres sits below the maximum
building height (including architectural features) of the approved redevelopment of 35-37
Fitzroy Street (which is approximately 22 metres), with the upper levels substantially setback
from Fitzroy Street.
2. How does the amendment implement the objectives of planning in Victoria?
The Amendment will implement the following (relevant) objectives of planning in Victoria as
follows:
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•

Provide for the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use and development of land.

This is achieved by facilitating the proposed commercial use and development which will assist
in revitalising Fitzroy Street and the St Kilda Major Activity Centre via a transparent approval
mechanism reflecting fair, orderly, economic and sustainable planning principles.
•

Provide for the protection of natural and man-made resources and the maintenance
of ecological processes and genetic diversity.

To the extent relevant, the Amendment facilitates a development which makes innovative use
and reconfigures existing building fabric to maximises environmental efficiencies associated
with embodied energy as well as a range of additional environmentally sustainable design
initiatives.
•

Secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational environment for
all Victorians and visitors to Victoria.

The Amendment supports an improved public realm and enhances architectural diversity and
quality, as well as directly providing significantly enhanced opportunities for work and
recreation.
•

Facilitate development in accordance with the (above relevant) objectives

The Amendment facilitates development effectively by directly resulting in approval of the
proposal.
3.

How does the amendment address any environmental, social and economic
effects?

The Amendment will have positive environmental, social and economic effects.
Environmental Effects
The Amendment and proposed development will support sustainable land use and
development, including:
•

in accordance with ecologically sustainable development principles, design
techniques and initiatives;

•

making use of existing building fabric to maximise embodied energy benefits /
efficiencies;

•

to achieve best practice water quality and performance objectives; and

•

to deliver environmentally sustainable development, including that which promotes
sustainable transport use.

Economic Effects
The Amendment and proposed development will deliver vitally important local economic
benefits to the Fitzroy Street precinct including:
•

Creating a total of 176 direct and indirect jobs and an economic impact of $63.3 million
through the construction phase.
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•

Creating 65 ongoing local jobs, 39 indirect jobs, and an ongoing positive economic
impact per annum of $21.9 million in the operational phase.

•

Addressing a clear market gap and demand for provision of high quality hotel
accommodation in St Kilda. This will help offset the economic loss to the local
economy through the recent closure of the Novotel St Kilda and driving increased local
visitation and spend.

Social Effects
The Amendment and proposed development will:

4.

•

Promote social interaction and provide an additional community gathering space
within the Fitzroy Street precinct in a high amenity, terrace setting with expansive
views;

•

Promote enhanced street life and activation and catalyse greater visitation and
interest;

•

Create greater interaction and passive surveillance over Fitzroy Street;

•

Contribute to the positive social benefits that flow from investment and employment
creation; and

•

Support the proponent’s ongoing commitment to investment in charitable
organisations supporting positive social change.

How does the amendment address any relevant bushfire risk?

The land is not identified in a Bushfire Prone Area and the Amendment will not result in any
increase to the risk to life as a priority, property, community infrastructure or the natural
environment from bushfire.
5.

Does the Amendment comply with the requirement of any other Minister’s Direction
applicable to the amendment?

Ministerial Direction on the Form and Content of Planning Schemes
The amendment is consistent with the Ministerial Direction on the Form and Content of
Planning Schemes under section 7(5) of the Act.
The Amendment is confined to implementing a site-specific planning control pursuant to
Clause 45.12 (Specific Controls Overlay) as provided for in the Victorian Planning Provisions.
Ministerial Direction No.1 Potentially Contaminated Land
The Amendment is consistent with Ministerial Direction No. 1. No changes to the zoning are
proposed.
Ministerial Direction No. 9 Metropolitan Planning Strategy
The Amendment has been prepared with regard to Ministerial Direction No. 9 – Metropolitan
Strategy and is a positive response to Plan Melbourne 2017-2050.
The Amendment will contribute to the delivery of:
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6.

•

a productive city that attracts investment, supports innovation and creates jobs
(Outcome 1);

•

a city of inclusive, vibrant and healthy neighbourhoods (Outcome 5); and

•

a sustainable and resilient city (Outcome 6).

How does the amendment support or implement the State Planning Policy
Framework and any adopted State policy?

The Amendment will support the relevant objectives of the Planning Policy Framework (PPF).
In particular, the Amendment will assist in achieving objectives in relation to the following
clauses.

7.

•

Clause 11 (Settlement), which anticipates the creation of a more consolidated and
sustainable city that capitalises on opportunities for redevelopment and intensification
of existing urban areas, including an network of activity centres being the focus for
investment and location of commercial facilities – by strengthening, expanding and
enhancing an additional residential hotel offer.

•

Clause 15 (Built environment and heritage), which is directed to ensure that all new
land use and development responds appropriately to its landscape, built form and
cultural context, and protects places with significant heritage, architectural, aesthetic,
scientific and cultural value – by inserting a high quality architectural element into the
mixed Fitzroy Streetscape on a site that makes no heritage contribution to the precinct.

•

Clause 17 (Economic development), which seeks to strengthen and diversify the
economy, encourage tourism to deliver high-quality, distinct and diverse
neighbourhoods offering a mix of uses and maximise the associated economic, social
and cultural benefits – by providing a net 50 additional hotel keys that will generating
greater employment, visitation and spend in the local area.

•

Clause 18 (Transport), which expects planning to ensure an integrated and
sustainable transport system, including that which provides access to social and
economic opportunities and contributes to environmental sustainability including
sustainable personal transport in metropolitan Melbourne – by appropriately locating
accommodation facilities in a transport rich setting that is highly walkable with a wide
range of nearby attractions and services.

How does the amendment support or implement the Local Planning Policy
Framework, and specifically the Municipal Strategic Statement?

The Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) establishes the objectives and strategies for land
use planning in Port Phillip., The Amendment supports and implements the LPPF:
•

The Amendment is aligned to the vision for innovative design and vibrant culture
(Clause 21.01) – by facilitating a high quality architectural outcome and use that will
activate the area;

•

Maintaining the special features and diversity the contribute to the ‘St Kilda-ness’ of
St Kilda (Clause 21.06) – in this case by celebrating and enhancing the existing varied
streetscape condition that the form of the existing Rydges building contributes to;
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•

Promoting Port Phillip as a premier tourist destination (Clause 21.04-6) – by
upgrading, expanding and enhancing existing commercial accommodation options in
the heart of the Activity Centre and catalysing improved trading and street activation
conditions;

•

The proposal positively contributes to the broader St Kilda Hill heritage precinct setting
and does not dominate heritage or streetscape character (Clause 21.05-2) – by
providing a respectful and well considered articulated design response to the adjacent
Edmaro building (not subject to a specific heritage overlay control) as an appropriate
backdrop which maintains the prominence of the Edmaro façade detailing and roof
profile, and by maintaining the mixed and varied scale of the Fitzroy Street character
through retention and integration with the existing Rydges building street wall; and
Supporting mixed use commercial development which is high quality and enhances
the amenity, comfort, safety and visual amenity of the public realm (Clause 21.05-3)
– including by promoting an active and engaging frontage and street edge that
introduces no negative additional shadow or wind impacts to the public realm.

8.

Does the amendment make proper use of the Victoria Planning Provisions?

The Amendment makes proper use of the Victoria Planning Provisions and has been prepared
in accordance with the Ministerial Direction on the Form and content of Planning Schemes
and other relevant Directions.
It provides for a site-specific control through an Incorporated Document.
The Incorporated Document will ensure that the redevelopment of the site is undertaken in a
manner that provides for high quality built form that enhances the public realm and supports
the economic performance of the Fitzroy Street precinct.
9.

How does the amendment address the views of relevant agencies?

The views of relevant agencies will be incorporated through appropriate engagement and
participation through the planning approval process.
10. Does the amendment address the requirements of the Transport Integration Act
2010?
The Transport Integration Act 2010 establishes a framework for the provision of an integrated
and sustainable transport system in Victoria. The Amendment will facilitate development that
promotes sustainable transport and is not likely to have a significant impact on the transport
system.
11. What impact will the new planning provisions have on the administrative costs of
the responsible authority?
The Incorporated Document will facilitate the proposed development of the land without the
need for planning permits pursuant to the Port Phillip Planning Scheme and the assessment
process is not expected to have any undue costs on the responsible authority.
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7. Conclusion
Use and development of the Site for a residential hotel with associated food and drink premises
and bar will assist a rejuvenation of the Fitzroy Street precinct and wider St Kilda Major Activity
Centre which has experienced a recognised period of stagnation.
The proposal will provide a bespoke form of commercial accommodation which supports the
intention to develop St Kilda as a tourist destination. A demonstrated demand for such
accommodation exists within the area following the recent sale and development of the
Novotel on the Upper Esplanade which results in the loss of 211 hotel rooms.
The food and drink and bar uses integrated with the proposal reflect Fitzroy Street’s role as a
gathering, eating, drinking, music and entertainment destination that is recognised on the
national scale.
The uses form part of a development that considers it context and the unique positing of the
existing Rydges Hotel budging within the streetscape along Fitzroy Street. The proposal will
provide a minor addition to this building’s existing street wall with the additional levels above
setback to ensure they have not visible from public areas along Fitzroy Street.
Existing improvements on the Site have no heritage significance, while the design of the works
will ensure the setting of surrounding heritage buildings within the St Kilda Hill heritage precinct
are respected.
There is clear strategic justification for this Amendment which will deliver net community
benefit to the local St Kilda community, spanning positive social, economic and environmental
impacts.
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Copyright State of Victoria. This publication is copyright. No part
may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with the
provisions of the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) and for the purposes of
Section 32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962 (Vic) or pursuant to a written
agreement. The information is only valid at the time and in the form
obtained from the LANDATA REGD TM System. None of the State of
Victoria, LANDATA REGD TM System, Victorian Land Registry Services
Pty. Ltd. ABN 86 627 986 396 as trustee for the Victorian Land
Registry Services Trust ABN 83 206 746 897 accept responsibility for
any subsequent release, publication or reproduction of the
information.
REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT (Title Search) Transfer of Land Act 1958
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------VOLUME 08943 FOLIO 315
Security no : 124085053060A
Produced 21/08/2020 04:24 PM

LAND DESCRIPTION
---------------Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision 076938.
PARENT TITLES :
Volume 08676 Folio 124
Volume 08909 Folio 296
Created by instrument E415341 07/06/1972
REGISTERED PROPRIETOR
--------------------Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
URBAN ST KILDA PTY LTD of 195 SWANSTON STREET MELBOURNE VIC 3000
AS797539X 10/12/2019
ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES
--------------------------------MORTGAGE AT286763J 28/05/2020
NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LTD
Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section
24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the
plan or imaged folio set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.
DIAGRAM LOCATION
---------------SEE LP076938 FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES
ACTIVITY IN THE LAST 125 DAYS
----------------------------NUMBER
AT279474G (E)
AT286763J (E)

NOMINATION OF ECT TO LC
MORTGAGE

STATUS
Completed
Registered

DATE
26/05/2020
28/05/2020

------------------------END OF REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT-----------------------Additional information: (not part of the Register Search Statement)
Street Address: 33 FITZROY STREET ST KILDA VIC 3182
ADMINISTRATIVE NOTICES
---------------------NIL
eCT Control
16089P NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED
Effective from 28/05/2020
DOCUMENT END
Delivered from the LANDATA® System by InfoTrack Pty Ltd.
The information supplied by InfoTrack (BHL Insight) has been obtained from InfoTrack Pty Limited
by agreement between them. The information supplied has been obtained by InfoTrack Pty Limited
who is licensed by the State of Victoria to provide this information via LANDATA® System.

Copyright State of Victoria. This publication is copyright. No part
may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with the
provisions of the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) and for the purposes of
Section 32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962 (Vic) or pursuant to a written
agreement. The information is only valid at the time and in the form
obtained from the LANDATA REGD TM System. None of the State of
Victoria, LANDATA REGD TM System, Victorian Land Registry Services
Pty. Ltd. ABN 86 627 986 396 as trustee for the Victorian Land
Registry Services Trust ABN 83 206 746 897 accept responsibility for
any subsequent release, publication or reproduction of the
information.
REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT (Title Search) Transfer of Land Act 1958
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------VOLUME 09339 FOLIO 605
Security no : 124085053075J
Produced 21/08/2020 04:25 PM

LAND DESCRIPTION
---------------Land in Plan of Consolidation 107002.
PARENT TITLES :
Volume 09313 Folio 032 to Volume 09313 Folio 033
Created by instrument CP107002 07/09/1979
REGISTERED PROPRIETOR
--------------------Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
URBAN ST KILDA PTY LTD of 191-205 SWANSTON STREET MELBOURNE VIC 3000
AF805711N 28/04/2008
ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES
--------------------------------MORTGAGE AF805712L 28/04/2008
NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LTD
CAVEAT as to part AC096486Q 28/05/2003
Caveator
CITIPOWER PTY
Grounds of Claim
LEASE WITH THE FOLLOWING PARTIES AND DATE.
Parties
MARTIN STUART PTY LTD
Date
21/05/2003
Estate or Interest
LEASEHOLD ESTATE
Prohibition
UNLESS AN INSTRUMENT IS EXPRESSED TO BE SUBJECT TO MY/OUR CLAIM
Lodged by
CITIPOWER PTY LTD
Notices to
CITIPOWER PTY of LEVEL 8 40 MARKET STREET MELBOURNE VIC 3000
CAVEAT AL250748B 24/07/2014
Caveator
TELSTRA CORPORATION LTD
Grounds of Claim
LEASE WITH THE FOLLOWING PARTIES AND DATE.
Parties
THE REGISTERED PROPRIETOR(S)
Date
04/07/2014
Estate or Interest
LEASEHOLD ESTATE
Prohibition
ANY INSTRUMENT THAT AFFECTS MY/OUR INTEREST
Lodged by
AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT SOLICITOR
Notices to
AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT SOLICITOR of LEVEL 34 600 BOURKE STREET MELBOURNE VIC
3000
AMENDMENT OF ADDRESS ON CAVEAT AN808729G 08/05/2017
Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section
24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the
plan or imaged folio set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.

DIAGRAM LOCATION
---------------SEE CP107002 FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES
ACTIVITY IN THE LAST 125 DAYS
----------------------------NIL
------------------------END OF REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT-----------------------Additional information: (not part of the Register Search Statement)
Street Address: 35-37 FITZROY STREET ST KILDA VIC 3182
ADMINISTRATIVE NOTICES
---------------------NIL
eCT Control
16089P NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED
Effective from 23/10/2016
DOCUMENT END
Delivered from the LANDATA® System by InfoTrack Pty Ltd.
The information supplied by InfoTrack (BHL Insight) has been obtained from InfoTrack Pty Limited
by agreement between them. The information supplied has been obtained by InfoTrack Pty Limited
who is licensed by the State of Victoria to provide this information via LANDATA® System.

